About Live Gell Therapy
I'm going to tell you about the most amazing and powerful body-rejuvenation therapy in existence.
This is what Ponce De Leon was looking for, but couldn't find it because it doesn't come from a
fountain in Florida. This "Fountain of Youth" comes from Europe and its called Live CellTherapy.
,,Everything our body does is performed by cells including aging, so it makes perfect sense that any
therapy that will revitalize the cells will also revitalize the body and hold off aging. This is what live cell
therapy does. Live Cell Therapy successfully revitalizes and extends youth. Cell therapists see their
patients' skin tone and completion improve, vitality increases, their youthful optimism and 9#ergy return
and various other infirmities of aging much

improve."
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What is Live CellTherapy?
Live Cell Therapy is the regeneration of damaged or aging glands, organs and tissues in the body with
cells processed from embryonic lamb (sheep). These young cells provide fresh, new cellular
components to corresponding cells in the body. Once these fresh, new components are in place, the
defective or aging cells in the recipient begin to function more like young and healthy cells. Cells from
animals work in human organisms, because there are no essential differences between the enzymatic
and functionalcapacities of the human and animalcells.
Researchers have confirmed that the regenerating effects of cell therapy are organ, gland and tissue
specific but not species specific. Donor liver cells, for example, will stimulate the growth and repair of
liver cells in the recipient no matter What species the donor cells come from. Scientific studies, in which
glandular cells from donor animals were tagged with radioisotopes, have proven that injected cells will
find their way to specific corresponding cells in a human. Brain cells go to the brain, skin cells go to the
skin, and adrenal-gland cells go to the adrenal glands and so forth. Cells from specific glands and
organs are known as differentiated cells. The placental cells are non-differentiated stem cells the body
can use to repair and strengthen damaged or aging cells wherever they're needed. Physicians who
practice live cell therapy believe that live cell therapy acts like an organ transplant and actually make
old cells act younger.

How Live GellTherapy Began
The basic theory OefrinO Live Cell Therapy began in the 16th century when the great German-Swiss
physician Phillippus Aureolus Paracelsus wrote; Heart heals heart, lung heals lung, spleen heals
spleen, like cures like. He believed that the best way to treat illness was to rebuild and revitalize ailing
or aging tissues with young living tissues. Four hundred years later Dr. Paracelsus' theory was put into
practice by Dr. Paul Niehans M.D., (1882-1971), a Swiss Physician who was well known in the medical
community for therapeutically transplanting organs and glands.
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One day in 1931, a colleague who had accidentally removed a woman's parathyroid glands during the
course of thyroid surgery summoned Dr. Niehans. The parathyroid glands are so vital to life that there
was little chance that she could survive the day without them. On his way to the hospital, Dr. Niehans
stopped by the abattoir where the animals he used in his transplantation experiments were kept. He
removed the parathyroid glands from a freshly slaughtered steer and proceeded to the hospital fully
intending to perform a transplant. However, when he arrived the woman was violently convulsing, and
Dr. Niehans knew there was not enough time to perform an operation. ln a desperate attempt to save
this woman's life, he used a surgical knife to slice the steer's parathyroid glands into fine pieces, being
careful not to mash the tissues, which contained the individual cells. He then mixed the pieces in a
saline solution and drew the solution into a large syringe. To the shock and dismay of his colleagues,
he injected the mixture into the dying woman.

The woman's e,onvulsions ceased immediately. To everyone's surprise, including Dr. Niehans, she
made a full recovery. Many years later he wrote, "l thought the effect would be short lived, just like the
effect of an injection of hormones, and thought I would have to repeat the injection. But, to my great
surprise, the injection of fresh cells not only failed to provoke a reaction, the effect lasted longer than
any synthetic hormone, any implant or surgical graft." Longer indeed, the woman went ogto live thirty
years, well into her

nineties.

Y

Thus Live Cell Therapy was born. At his Clinique, La Prairie in Montreaux, Swi2erland, Dr. Niehans,
who is known as "The Father of Cell Therapy", went on to administer live cell therapy injections to
thousands of patients including European Royalty, Presidents and Pope Pius X11. He was nominated
at the Vatican Academy of Science following the Pope's recovery from a serious illness after receiving
cell therapy. Hollyruood Movie Stars including Greta Garbo, Gloria Swanson, Charlie Chaplin, Cary
Grant and Marlene Dietrich also received Live Cell Therapy at La Prairie. Dr. Niehans stated the
ultimate goal of Live Cell Therapy this way; 'What I am trying for is not only to give more years to live,
but especially to give more live to years. To make allthe organs struck by old age capable once more
of functioning properly and at the same time brings fresh strength to the whole body."
ln certain countries in Europe, Live Cell Therapy is widely used and accepted as an effective treatment
for many ailments and for anti-aging. Germany, for example, has more then 5,000 Physicians regularly
administering Live Cell Therapy. The German social-security system pays for most of these
treatments. Thousands of patients the world over have received Live Cell Therapy with great benefits.

Evidence of the Benefits of Live G'ell Therapy
l'm now going to share with you just a couple of anecdotes out of the many thousands from
Physicians and Patients who have witnessed and experienced Live Cell Therapy's sometimes
miraculous results.
n the first chapter of his best-selling book, Natural Cures "They Don't Want You To Know About
(available from wwrry.naturalcures.com); author Kevin Trudeau describes having had an
excruciating and enormous ripping pain in his chest while driving outside of Chicago one day.
He says his life flashed before his eyes and remembers thinking, "Oh my God, I'm having a
heart attack, and I'm only 21 years old". The pain quickly vanished, but left him dizzy,
disoriented and in a state of shock and disbelief as to what had just happened to him. Luckily for
him he says, he felt fine in just a few moments and concluded that if he had indeed had a heart
attack, it didn't cause any major damage. However, he realized that something was seriously
wrong and sought the help of three of the country's top Cardiologists.
f
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After several days of extensive testing, the Doctors agreed that he was born with a severely
piotapseO mitral valve in his heart, and said there was no cure. Trudeau was told that he would
have'to live the rest of his life with major medical problems, and that his life expectancy was.very
to decline.
short. The Doctors offered experimenial drugs and risky surgery, but he wisely chose
a
While searching for answers to his health dilemma, he remembered a lecture he had attended
Harvard
year earlier givLn by Dr. Yiwen Y. Tang, MD., who practiced in Reno, Nevada. This
in the
trained medicaldoctbr, like other alternative medicine physicians who have been educated
and
United States, had decided that drugs and surgery were not the best approaches to treating
healing the body. Therefore, Dr. Tang used Holistic Therapies including herbs and homeopathy
is an
to treai patients Trudeau went to see Dr. Tang who tested him with a Dermatron, which
did not
electro-dermal-screening device, invented by German physician Reinhold Voll. Trudeau
just
and
method.,
tell Dr. Tang about his tieart condition because he was skeptical of his testing
Dr.
wanted to sLe what it would show. By checking his energy meridians, within a few minutes
valve
mitral
at;
Tang arrived at the same diagnosis that the three cardiologists had arrived
prolipse. However, he presenled a much different diagnosis to Trudeau. He told him about a
He
natural therapy that wouid heal his heart in a few weeks, but was not available in Ameri{$
would have to go to Europe or Mexico for the therapy.
his heart.
Dr. Tang said this therapy would correct the mitralvalve prolapse by actually rebuilding
The theLpy Dr, Tang ipote of is Live Cell Therapy. After having received Live Cell Therapy,
Trudeau is-alive andwell for over twenty years, with no signs of mitral valve prolapse. Thus
began his life long mission of searching for natural remedies that safely and effectively heal
diseases. He wrofe, "Today I live a full, healthy, dynamic life. I take no drugs and haye had..no
surgery". Although Kevin Trudeau's book is a wealth of information about holistic healing
r"thodr, and gwernment agencies that suppress access to information about these therapies,
and harass thJ physicians w-ho practice alternative medicine, he mistakenly says_that Live Cell
Therapy is still iff'egll in the United States. After many years and numerous scientific studies that
have pioven its sifety and efficacy, Live CellTherapy is now available in the United States. You
just don,t hear abouf it, b".urseiike other natural remedies, it is not patentable, and therefore
not promoted by a wealthy pharmaceutical company.
Alternative physicians who provide itfor their patients and those who have experienced receiving
it only know the incredible benefits oi Live Cell Therapy. One such physician is Dr. Jonathan V.
Wrigfit, MD., who is a magnum cum laude graduate of Yale University School of Medicine and a
reci[ient of ine Linus eauting Award for Lifetime Achievement in Natural Medicine. Dr. Wright
practices at his Tahoma Clinic in Renton, Washington and writes the highly informative Nutition
'&
Healing Newsletter. ln the March 2005 issue of his Newslefter, Dr. Wright said, "Cell Therapy
has two major applications, both of which can revolutionize your health. The first is generalantiaging. Live'Cell'Therapy can make you look and feel decades younger, especially if you're 65 or
otOei. The second use involves 'targeted therapy' to the health and function of specific organs
and tissues".

As I stated earlier, Live Cell Therapy is the ultimate nutritional therapy needed to rejuvenate the
adrenal glands. Dr. Wright shared a story in his newsletter about one of his patients and wr9te,
"One oflhe youngest fatients to receive Live Cell Therapy at the Tahoma Clinic was Ms.
euinton. Shewasbnff 33, but she was so tired she couldn't get out of bed without getting dizy
and couldn't exercise because the activity made her feel worse, not better.
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lying down'
At b feet 7 inches, she weighed only 122 pounds and her blood pressure was 95/55
adrenal
picture
weak
of
When she stood up, iioropied even further. Although she was a classic
'all in her head.' She
function, she'd been told'by r"u"r"l 'regulad medicll doctors that it was
knew it wasn't, so she decided to try alternative medicine for the first time.

problem, Dr Wright started
After testing Ms. euinton's adrenal gland functions and verifying her
was also
her on supplemenis, including licoiice and a nutritional diet with added salt. She
pituitary,
started on an aaibnar glaio cell therapy program, which included adrenal,
"S9 over the next month
hypothalamus, thyroid, ov;ry and placenta #lts.' He goes on to say,
the first week. By
she took the recommended series'of live cells and started to feel befter after
gone, her
the time she was finished with her Live cell Therapy, her dizziness was completely
continued her
blood pressure was up to 110/65, and she decided to go back to work' She
By the end
herbs.
excellent diet with added salt and her adrenal support vitamins, minerals and
Dr' Wright
of the year, she'd jaineO 8 pounds, and said she felt fine." Cell Therapists like
frequently observe this kind of result in their patients'

Rejuvenation

for Cosmetic
Live Cell Therapy-have
6.
a surgical face-lift, there are specific Live Cell Therapy programs gven
lf you choose to
prior to and after cosmetic lurgery to improve the elasticity and strength of your skin and
will greatly
connective tissues. Doing l-ivJc6ll Therapy before and after having a face-|ift,
and how good
enhance the results and your surgeon will be amazed at how fast you recover
and old looking skin over the muscles in
vo, roon After ail, sfttcrring andiightening unhealthyyouthful
and pretty'
your face with plastic surgery is not going to look very
Live CellTherapy and Preventing Diseases
over one
Early in his practice, Dr. Niehans noticed that ovarian cancer rarely occurred in the
Physicians
thousand women he treated for menopausal difficulties with ovarian follicular cells.
and other
in
cancer
practicing Live Cell Therapy continue to see lower then average incidences
diseases in their Patients.

ls Live CellTherapy Safe
are other
Live Cell Therapy i,rlr 75-year history of not only being beneficial, but also safe as
is
therapies otrer6d oy Hotistic-Health:Care Practit'roners. Live Cell Therapy from Europe
laboratories by highly experienced
froOuced in sterile, government-inspected GMP-approved
from environmentally-controlled
batnobgists and biichemists that process embryos taken
of gestation' Only embryonic
months
two
organicilly raised lamb embryos during the first
tisiues prwide optimum beneflts to the glanos and organs. Each embryo used in obtaining the
prior to
cells is iested for purity by the Agriculturil Department and given a numbered document
pulled
at
are
three
processing. Then from eacn 10b vials of live cells taken from the embryos,
random and checked for quality and sterility. Some people have voiced concerns about the
possibility of pathogens being p-assed from animal donors. The cellular constituents and active
factors in cells from Europe are proeessed to 27 times smaller then the smallest virus, and weigh
less then 3O0,OO0 Daltons. Therefore, it is utterly impossible to transfer any pathogen from the
lamb embryo to a human. The cells are inspected and certified to be free of parasites, {ungi,
bacteria, viiuses and pyrogens. The sterile cells are contained in sterile boftles in a non-frozen

,

state.
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There is no risk of allergic reaction to the Live Cell Therapy from Europe because the process
used to produce the cells reduces the protein in the cells to particles to small to create a
response from the human system. This is especially true since they are taken from embryos,
which have not yet developed their own immune cells like those in young animals.
Are You A Candidate For Live Gell Therapy
Live CellTherapy is recommended most often for:

o
.

Anti-aging and rejuvenation increases energy levels and gives a sense of well-being.
Premature aging with excessive wrinkling and sagging of the skin, which can be
accompanied by physical and or mental exhaustion. Signs of degeneration and
decreasing vital energy.

Other indications for Live CellTherapy include the following:
o
a
O

o

o
a

a
a
o
a
a
a

s

Chronic fatigue
lmpotence and other sexual dysfunctions
Convalescence after illness
Signs of deterioration of the brain, heart, kidneys, lungs, liver, adrenals and other glands
and organs
Weakness in the immune system
Parkinson's Disease, Multiple Sclerosis and other neurological and neuro-muscular
disorders
Arthritis and other degenerative diseases of the connective tissues
Disturbances of menopause
Chronic pain, migraine headaches, neuralgia, back pain and sciatica
Card iovascular d isorders
Lung disorders
Heart disorders

Cells from lamb are the closest to human cells in enzymatic and functional capacities of all
animals. There goes Darwin's theory. Since the embryonic lamb celltherapy is used by myself
and others, it is no longer necessary to travelto Europe, the cells are available right here in the
United States, and the cost is much less then at La Prairie.
There are 31 individual gland, organ and tissue extracts available including adrenal, brain, liver,
pancreas, kidneys, placenta, heart, cartilage, etc., in single and combination vials. Preformulated Live Cell Therapy programs are available for strong bones, serious body builders,
healthy heart, teeth and gums, immune system functions, virility enhancement, skin and hair,
high energy and others. However, qualified Cell Therapists determine which cells are most
beneficial for each individual on a case-by-case basis.

How Can Cell Therapy Change Your Life, (Part 1)
(Speech Given By the German Medical Team at a Seminar)

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Nowadays our world is undergoing a complete change in many spheres. This is
true not only in the philosophical and cultural, economic and political sPherelput
also in medicine and pharmaceuticals.
This is apparent in the world of medicine as a fundamental change from chemical
medicine to biological therapy over the last hundred years. The great age of
chemical medicine is over.

Biologicaltherapies are continually gaining in importance. We are aware that
chemical preparations can help quickly in many acute illnesses, but we are
coming more and more to the realization that generally only the symptoms are
being cured. Moreover, there is also widespread opinion that a vast majority of
these chemical preparations endanger our health, especially if they are used
over a longer period.
Now we have reached the all too well known problem of dangerous side-effects
from chemical preparations. In no way do we want to belittle the great successes
in traditional medicine. We have a lot to thank it for; surgeons perform
outstanding work, infectious diseases are, by and large, kept under control by
antibiotics, and epidemics have been eradicated.

However, a certain unease remains. Millions of people experience the curses as
well as the blessings of pharmaco-medicine. The result is a suppression of the
illness until it emerges as chronic
Thus, today, chronic illnesses are expanding as never before. They are now the
great epidemics of the 21st century. Heart conditions, circulatory disturbances,
cancer and rheumatism, to name only a few, cannot be combated in spite of high
expenditure
ln this great medical confrontation which I choose to call "the great fundamental
change" in medicine - naturaltherapies are increasingly gaining ground. lt is a
matter of elementary, extremely tough struggles between pharmaceutical giants
who want to keep their present position with the aid of power and money, and

at
who want to suppress professional alternative therapies with every means
their disposal.
probably last
This struggle between these two different medical points of view will
for a long, long time. Yet in countries where they have been able to develop
freely, biological therapies have already left their initially difficult years behind
them. lt is true that the scales are stilltipped in favor of chemical therapies for
in
example in Germany 70 to 30, but biologicaltherapies are gaining recognition
inverse proportion to their diminishing importance. Thus the future of medicine
will quite certainly not be an "either o/'but more a "not only but also"' A
must
meaningful prejudice-free cornbination of chemical and biological therapies
be achieved.
case
For example: it would be a grave mistake not to use antibiotics for a severe
of pneumonia. However there are many serious illnesses for which we can. . .,.
is
achieve the same, if not better, results by using a biologicaltherapy, and what
more, this is achieved without any much-feared side-effec{s.
in
Here I should like to refer, for example, to the great successes of cell therapy
chronic degenerative joint diseases.
80
Cell therapy is one of the greatest biological therapies. lt was founded over
years ago by the Swiss Professor Dr. Paul Niehans, and then further developed
6y the Swedish Professor Dr. Sandberg in the 1970's, and reached its state of
the art manufacturing process here in Germany. The use of cell therapy has
spread increasingly over the last 80 years and is accepted more and more by

health authorities around the world'
What are biological therapies? These are therapies that endeavour to activate
the body's natural healing powers. Natural elements are used and, at the same
time, any harm to the organism is avoided as far as possible.
From the diagnostic and therapeutic points of view the patient is to be seen as a
whole person in his entirety, biologicaltreatment, therefore, means activation of
the body's natural healing powers- and chemicaltreatment means the use of

surrogates.
With synthetic chemical preparations the doctor generally only treats symptoms
with, for example, penicillin or replaces the body's own healing powers for
example with hormones, cortisone etc.
Biological therapies try to treat the causes and not just the symptoms of the
illness. Therefore, biological medicine is causaltherapy and, as such, it
renounces the use of chemicals and their often harmful substances.
It is therefore of some importance that the WHO, the World Health Organization,
has come to the following surprising conclusion: Health for everyone is only

r_

in the present health
possible if unconventional therapies are also included
system.
points in celltherapy:
Let me now move on to some important

The first Question is:

What is Gell TheraPY?
are isolated from animaltissue or
ln this biologicaltherapy active ingredients
peptides. These cell peptides are then
cells. These ingredieni, ur" also called
transmitted to humans to affect a cure'
out so that you can be absolutely sure
At the same time strict controls are carried
free of viruses' Directly after the
that the peptides are completely sterile and
to the corresponding human organ' for
injection the cell peptides are transported
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use of radioactive cells. Thus "repairs" on damaged
beyond any doubt
cells or organs take Place'
of reserve cells which are
we all know that the human body has a huge number
presented with a high dosage of
not immediately ready to function' lf these are
material and the cells are
peptides, then they adopt the properties of the new
then readY to function.

The second question is:

What can Gell TheraPY achieve?
revitalization of the body, its
cell therapy can make substantial contributions to the
is for all of us becomes
organs and its functions. How important revitalization
a whole' lt is not very
apparent if we look at a nation's state of health as
diet as well as
environmental damage, stress and strain, the wrong
encouraging;
have a detrimental effect on the
the misuse of nicotine, alcohol and medication

humanbody'spotentialtokeepitselfhealthyundvital.
are now faced with grave
As a result of this once highly praised civilization we
of so-called "civilization
negative developments in our health; we now speak
diseases", the common plagues of the 21st century'
anyone feels truly
90% of all people have problems with their health. Hardly
disturbances, high or
healthy. one person in five says he is too fat. circulatory
trouble the others'
low blood pressure, digestive problems and insomnia
"functional
However, not only organic diseases, but also the so-called
patients are troubled by
disturbances" make life difficult for people. 50 -70 % of
clearly
them. Functional syndromes are illnesses which are not always

diagnosable with modern methods. Heart and vascular disturbances, rheumatic
diseases, diseases of the lungs and bronchi, disturbances of the metabolism are
the modern scourges of humanity.

ln allthese cases cell therapy is able to exert its regenerating effect.
Regeneration means restoration of the healthy structure and function of a cell,
the cell itself is repaired. However, regeneration also means that the original cell
and organ performance is regained thanks to cell activation.
Revitalization means the restoration of former mobility, vitality and regeneration
of organs as they once were in one's youth. Revitalization activates the body's
own powers.

The third question

is:

6

ls the use of Cell Therapy dangerous?
The opponents of this therapy base their arguments on two points: The danger of
the transmission of animal diseases, and the danger of allergies caused by
injecting cell peptides derived from animals.
What was once a problem over more than 50 years ago has now been solved
thanks to the virtual perfection achieved in the production of cell peptide
preparations. Extremely stringent controls and a highly sophisticated
manufacturing method ensure that you can be assured today that no animal
viruses can be transmitted.
Concerning the danger of allergies; these cell peptide preparations do not
contain any of the long chain protein molecules which are responsible for allergic
reactions. Many thousands of patients have been treated with this therapy and
have displayed excellent tolerance. ln other words: cell therapy is not dangerous
if used by an experienced doctor or health care practitioner.
ln question 4 let us turn to the diseases for which cell therapy can be used.

For which illnesses does cell therapy promise success?
It can be applied for chronic degenerative illnesses of the inner organs, such as

heart, liver, lungs, kidneys and the central nervous system. ln addition,
osteoarthritis, peripheral arterial and venous.circulatory disturbances and acute
hepatitis can be included. Fatty degeneration of the liver, chronic virus hepatitis
and early cirrhoses are also suited for cell therapy. lt has also good results when
used to treat arteriosclerosis. Mental degeneration which occurs in cerebral
sclerosis and cerebral atrophy recedes after treatment with cell therapy; loss of
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memory decreases, and the mind becomes clearer. Even after a stroke, good
results can be achieved with cell therapy.
ln the orthopaedic sphere osteochondrosis, osteoporosis and rheumatoid arthritis
are important indications for celltherapy. Now I should like to turn to the use of
celltherapy in treating cancer.

The fifth question is:
Gan A Patient With Gancer Be Helped By Gell Therapy?
The answer to this is yes but, depending on each individual case, the tumor
should be operated on and radiotherapy should have been given beforehand' lf
celltherapy is then used to prevent mbtastasis it can be much more effective
than the use of chemotherapy; the latter damage not only cancerous but also
healthy cells, and the body's immune system.

c&

For several years now we have been isolating peptides from umbilical cord
which strengthen the body's own defense system quite considerably. More and
more doctors and scientists are coming to recognize the major importance of this
immune system in destroying antigens, that is, foreign material. Thus umbilical
cord peptides can nowadays be used not only for a generally weak defense
system, for recurring infections and for slow-healing wounds, but also to a large
extent to activate the body's own defense system (or mechanism) against tumors
and as additional therapy before and after cancer operations.

The strengthening of the defense system is possibly our last and, at the same
time, our greatest chance in the fight against cancer which is costing us billions'
One last Question:

Where ls Gell Therapy Ayailable?
CellTherapy is now available in the USA by a limited number of health care
professionals. However, when it wasn't available, it did no credit to American
medicine to know that Americans had to go abroad, for example to Mexico, to the
Bahamas, to Jamaica or to Europe. ln a country which considers freedom as
one of its most important ideals, the patient didn't have the chance to obtain
those preparations which he considers are important for his health. His only
choice "until now", was to go abroad to obtain treatment.
Many affluent American patients have already done so, among them world
famous movie stars, notable church leaders; high ranking politicians, and at least
one American president.
Now let me draw some conclusions:
1. Cell therapy can help mainly in many chronic diseases.

2. Celltherapy helps to strengthen the body's defense system considerably and
thus helps a great deal in cancer.
3. Doctors have to reject the one-sided chemical pharmacotherapeutic approach
but to consider biological issues as well. In Europe the number of doctors who
are specializing in this approach is enormous.

4. The patient should urge his doctor to use a biological, and thus, a non-toxic
therapy. This is an important task for patients' organisations.
As a conclusion:
Cell therapy is termed the biological therapy of the future by its supporters. In
Europe there are more than 5000 cell'therapists. ln the last 50 years over 15
million patients have undergone such treatment. The supporters of organ therapy
are increasing yearly since its success speaks for itself.

Ladies and

{

Gentlemen,

Who of you here would not like to be alive in the year 2020? There are only 15
years, or around 5,340 days, left. But it is not only a question of being alive then,
but perhaps also of being vital and healthy. For health alone is not everything.
However, without it, nothing is worth anything. Grasp this opportunity to use an
established biological therapy whose founder formulated its aims so aptly as
follows:
"Cell therapy means more years in your life and more life in your years".
Or to be more exact: lt will give your years more life and your life more years
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